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Front cover illustration: Transverse section of rodlessmouse retina. Left, a histological section generated by Clyde E. Keeler, re-photographed in 1993. The section, gifted to Richard Sidman in the
1960s, was used for DNA extraction and PCR ampliﬁcation (Pittler et al., 1993). Right, camera lucida drawing of rodless retina published by Keeler (1924). (a) A top–down view of a background
scene occluded by a grey foreground ‘picket fence’. This example shows geometry for the situation where each portion of background is only seen by one eye. (b) The right and middle images
show the half-images delivered to each eye for the geometry in (a). Notice how each eye views diﬀerent regions of the background behind the occluder. When these half-images are cross-fused, the
background is perceived behind the picket fence. Cross-fusing the left and middle half-images results in an unstable percept: this arrangement is not consistent with a real 3-D scene.Detection and
discrimination in the equiluminant plane. The center square panel shows detection thresholds for Gabor patches with (ﬁlled symbols) or without (open symbols) red/green masking noise (0/180
color direction). Note that the horizontal scale is expanded for the no-noise thresholds represented by the open symbols, and is represented on the top axis. The weighting constants on the L –M
contrast axis result from using unit-length basis vectors in the equiluminant plane. Data are symmetric about the origin due to the symmetric stimuli. The solid black line ﬁtted to the masked
thresholds represents probability summation among four symmetric unipolar linear mechanisms. The three arcs are polar plots, with the angular coordinate referring to the same stimuli, at the
same angles, as in the detection data. The radial coordinate gives the discriminability (between 0.5 and 1.0) of the given test color angle with the standard color angle indicated by the arrow. Solid
symbols are data, open symbols are predictions of a Bayesian classiﬁer model that takes the outputs of the four mechanisms ﬁtted to the detection data as its inputs. All the parameter ﬁtting was
done in estimating the detection model; the discrimination predictions are made with no free parameters. Colored regions indicate bands of poorly discriminated stimuli, and are redrawn on the
detection plot for comparison. The greenish indiscriminability region was taken from model ﬁt and data from other observers. Reprinted Fig. 5 from The senses: a comprehensive reference
(Masland & T. D. Albright (Eds.), Vol. 2: Vision II., pp. 101–117, ‘‘Chromatic detection and discrimination,’’ copyright 2008, with permission from Elsevier.
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